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In our Company Research section you can access company information in one
place. Start with the Company Summary where you’ll find an overview of key
information, including performance data, research recommendation, corporate
actions and dividends.
The tabs across the top let you dive deeper into a particular area of interest, with key
functions such as Buy, Sell and Add to Watchlist always available. You can research
another company at any time, just by entering the company code in the search bar.
Trading Ideas, highlights interesting trends, research recommendations and
company performance. You can also compare a company to its peers across a
range of criteria with the Company Comparison tool.
Past company financial statements and ratios are easily accessible within financials,
while research reports, both current and historical, can be found in the Research
and Recommendation section.
Along with the latest company announcements, the News section cleverly overlays
commentary on a stock’s price chart, so you can quickly see the effects of news
releases on the company’s share price.
CBA Recommendation gives you fast access to current and historical analysis and
reports, while more in-depth analysis is available with a subscription to Morningstar’s
premium research offering.
Forecasts and Trends highlights key consensus information, including forecast
earnings and dividends, along with the current recommendations and clear visual
displays showing how they’ve trended over time. By exploring company research
views, you’ll be able to make the most of our research platform and spot trends and
trading opportunities more easily.

Keen to learn more? Keep exploring the main page
Ready to trade? Sign up and start trading today
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